
W I L D  A LC H E M Y WO R K S H O P S 
by Mama Xanadu



WHO WE ARE

Mama Xanadu is a multi-disciplinary botanical 
studio offering brand consultancy, wild mixology & 
creative workshops.

OUR TEAM

We are a London-based group of chefs, mixologists, 
herbalists & foragers with a desire to spread the 
magic of plant alchemy.

WHAT WE DO

Through practical and sensory explorations into 
the relationship between humans, nature and the 
cosmos, we want to inspire people to become 
modern alchemists.



AUTUMN/WINTER 2018 WORKSHOPS

WILD ALCHEMY

Our signature offering, 
introducing the energetics  

of nature and practical  
wild alchemy

FIVE ELEMENTS

Going deeper with 

a series of sessions 

exploring different ways 

of working with plants

PLANT LAB

Mythical libations, wild 
brews and seasonal 

tonics for liquid healing



WILD ALCHEMY
Discover about wild flavours, 
herbals preparations and 
capturing the seasons.

Part botanical workshop, part flavour 
exploration. Wild Alchemy explores 
our roots back to nature, living in sync 
with the seasons and our ancestry of 
foraging for food and medicine.

Alchemy is the ancient practice of 
transformation. An esoteric science, 
it is rooted in an understanding of 
the subtle energetics of our dynamic 
universe. By working with nature, we 
can nourish and preserve this living 
vitality in our ingredients and connect 
back to our food source.

• Botanical drink and flower essence 
elixirs on arrival

• Introduction to British folklore and 
herbal medicine

• Plant consciousness, vibrational 
healing and live ‘plant sound’ 
demonstration

• Guided forest meditation

• Sensory exploration of wild flavours

• Plant identification & foraging 

• Make an immune tonic, herbal tea 
and flower essence blend 



FIVE ELEMENTS

Each workshop starts with a seasonal 
botanical drink, flower essence elixirs 
and a brief exploration of the history 
of botany, alchemy & plant medicine 
through a quantum lens. 

These are offered as a complete series 
or as individual sessions.

 
WATER          BLEND 

Boost your immunity for autumn/
winter with wild tinctures, herbal 
teas and tonics that will form the 
beginnings of a home apothecary.

EARTH          GROW

Witness plant consciousness and 
the healing vibration of house plants 
through sound and discover how the 
planets influence plant growth.  
Learn how to grow medicinal herbs in 
your kitchen and how to take a cutting 
in the wild. Take your plants home 
with you!

AIR          ESSENCE 

Understand the principles and uses 
of flower essences and their role in 
healing on a cellular level. Learn how 
to make an essence in the wild and 
manage your stress with a blend that 
is right for you.

FIRE          ESSENTIAL 

Discover the ancient art of distillation 
and essential oils. Learn about 
reflexology and how to apply oils to 
acupressure points. Make bath salts, 
an oil blend and a balm.

ETHER          CREATE 

Plants + Art

Choose from: Ikebana, the Japanese 
art of flower arranging // Wild fashion 
dying cloth with plant inks // Living 
furniture growing mushrooms on wood 
// Pressing a herbarium.



POTIONS & BREWS 

Conjure up the magic of nature with 
herbal preparations. Make a wild drink 
to sip with the group and an elixir to 
take home.

Our concoctions will vary depending on what is 

ripe and abundant, but some examples are:  

(Non-alcoholic) Fire cider, Hedgerow cordial, Wild 

bitters. (Alchoholic) Wild vermouth,  Rowan berry 

& hawthorn wine,  Mushroom vodka

 

FERMENTATION

Invest in your gut health with the 
probiotic power of fermentation. Make 
a drink to sip with the group and 
start a kombucha, jun or water kefir 
preparation to take home and brew.

Co-hosted by fermentation expert Georgie Styles, 

with an MA in Food Anthropology from SOAS.

TEA COCKTAILS

Explore methods of growing, 
harvesting and drying fresh herbs for 
tea. Learn about ceremony and rituals 
to accompany your cup. Then make a 
tea cocktail to sip with the group and 
create a blend to take home with you. 

WILD G&T

Go back in time to when cinchona  
(quinine) changed the world. Make a 
wild tonic syrup to take home with 
you - just add sparkling water and gin!

Co-hosted by herbalist Kim Walker of the  

Handmade Apothecary, currently researching  

a PhD in Cinchona at Kew. 

PLANT LAB

Each workshop starts with a seasonal 
botanical drink, flower essence elixirs, 
plant identification workshop and 
sensory exploration of wild flavours.



All of our workshops include a  
cloth bag for guests to take away  

their creations, including an  
illustrated booklet outlining  

theories and practical recipes,  
as well as goodies from our  

various partners. 



Choose your preferred workshop and dates

Discuss how we can bespoke the  
experience for your guests and brand

Our talented in-house designer  
designs a digital and print flyer for you

We turn up a minimum of 1 hour beforehand 
to set up the space, this includes alchemical 
props, foraged samples and plants (1-3 staff 

members depending on numbers)

Sessions can be as short as 1.5 hours or as long 
as a day (drinks and food can be arranged)

Guests are given a goody bag to take away

We clear and pack down the space

We post on social media

Follow up email to guests with extra recipes 
and a London foraging map

HOW IT WORKS





Workshops are led by founder Jemma Foster and 
co-hosted with team members and collaborators.

Jemma is a forager, chef, mixologist and 
practitioner of plant & vibrational medicine.

CONTACT 

hello@mamaxanadu.com

+44 203 488 2593

MamaXanadu.com

@mamaxanadu


